EXPLORING CONSTRUCTION
Discover a colourful sculpture by New Zealand artist
Michael Parekowhai while you engage your toddler
with construction games inspired by the artwork.
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‘I make objects that set a scene
or present a stage on which other
things can happen, on which
the real art can take place.’
— MICHAEL PAREKOWHAI
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Michael Parekowhai, quoted in Sally Blundell,
‘Michael Parekowhai interview’, Noted, 13 May 2011,
https://www.noted.co.nz/archive/archive-listener-nz-2011/
michael-parekowhai-interview, viewed 26 June 2020.
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Michael Parekowhai makes playful sculptures and
installations which combine personal, historical
and pop culture references. Home Front is a
vast, colourful wall made of Cuisenaire rods
on a monumental scale. Cuisenaire rods are
educational blocks that can be used to explore
mathematical concepts with young children.
In New Zealand, they are also used to teach
te reo Māori (the Māori language).

LEARN MORE

DESIGNED FOR CHILDREN AGED 1–3 YEARS

From one year of age, children often enjoy sorting objects and building simple
constructions. Between 12 and 20 months, they begin to master their balance
and movements, and take pleasure in carrying objects while they walk. This allows
them to engage in increasingly complex construction games. Try out these
activities to engage your toddler:

Building

Playing

Select a combination of household objects that

Group some small cushions or pillows for your

are easy to build with, such as plastic cups and

child to pick up and stack. Your toddler will love

bowls. Arrange them in a comfortable spot on the

to see the cushions fall when the stack collapses!

floor, then sit with your child and allow them to

While you play, you might like to sing a song:

lead the activity. Your toddler may enjoy stacking

(to the tune of ‘Row your boat’)

the objects or placing them in a row.

TIP!
Keep your selections simple.
Having multiples of one or two types
of objects can encourage toddlers to
experiment and solve problems.

Remember: Your child may interpret the
materials in unexpected ways and that’s ok!

Stack, stack, stack it up
High up from the ground
How tall can it get
Before it tumbles down!

Collecting
Go into the garden or the park and look for
natural construction materials with your toddler.
Your child may enjoy piling leaves, sticks, small
stones, gravel or sand to form small constructions.
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